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AN ADAPTIVE SERVOMECHANISM FOR A CLASS OF
INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEMS-
HARTMUT LOGEMANN1 AND ACHIM ILCHMANNT
Abstract. A universal adaptive controller is constructed that achievcs asymptotic tracking of a given class of
reference signals and asyrnptotic rejection of a prescribed set of disturbance signals for a class of multivariable
infinite-dimensional systems that are stabilizable by high-gain output l'eedback. The controller does not require an
explicit identilication of thc system parametcrs or thc injection of a probing signal. In contrast to rrost of thc wgrk in
universal adaptive control, this paper is based on an input-output approach and thc results do not requirc a state-space
representation of the plant. The abstract input-output results are applietl to rctarded systems and integroclif'flrential
systems.
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l. Introduction. One of the most important applications of feedback is to achieve ser-
voaction, that is, to obtain a closed-loop system that tracks a given class of reference signals
and rejects a given class of extemal disturbances with zero asymptotic error. This problem has
been well understood for many years provided that the plant is l inear and time-invariant and
the pf ant uncertainty is sufficiently small (see wonham t30, p. 2031 and Vidyasag ar l2l , p.
294)fot f inite-dimensional systems and Francis [4], Call ier and Desoer [2 ], and Curtain [3 ] for
infinite-dimensional systems). The basic design principle in the theory of l inear servomecha-
nisms, which is also referred to as the internal model printiple, says (roughly speaking) that
a controller that achieves robust servoaction ecessarily contains a duplicate of the dynamics
of the reference and disturbance signals.
lf the plant uncertainty is large, which is the case if only certain structural information on
the plant is available to the designer, it is desirable to construct a universal adaptive servomech-
anism, that is, a fixed nonlinear controller that achieves ervoaction for a whole prescribed
class of l inear time-invariant systems and all possible init ial conditions without explicit iden-
tif lcation of the system parameters. Although the problem of universal adaptive stabil ization
of f inite and infinite-dimensional systems has received considerable attention in recent years(cf. e.g., Märtensson t l7l, t l8I, Logemann and owens I l4], Logemann and Märtensson I I 3l,
and the references therein), there are only few papers on universal adaptive servomechanisms,
which in addition deal exclusively with finite-dimensional systems. Märtensson I l9] pointed
out that adaptive tracking ofconstant rel-erence signals can be easily achieved for a given class
of multivariable systems if a universal adaptive stabil izer is known and the class is invariant
under precompensation by an integrator. Helmke, Prätzel-Wolters, and Schmicl [8] proved
a similar result for single-input single-output systems allowing for a more general class of
reference signals including ramps, l inear combinations of sinusoidal signals, etc. If the plant
is known to l ie in a given finite set of (multivariable) systems, if the reference and disturbance
signals belong to the solution space of agiven linearautonomous differential equation, and if
an tr--bound on the disturbances i known, Miller and Davison [2l ] constructed a switching
controller that solves the servoproblem for any plant in this finite set. In [20] Miller and Davi-
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son presented a low-gain controller that carries out asymptotic error regulation for constant
reference and disturbance signals for any multivariable plant, provided it is asymptotically
stable and has no transmission zeros at zero. For the class of all single-input single-output,
relative degree one or two, minimum-phase systems of McMillan degree less than or equal to
n, Morse [22] constructed a 4(n * l)-dimensional model reference adaptive controller that
achieves asymptotic tracking of any signal generated by a two-dimensional reference system.
On the basis of high-gain concepts, Mareels [6] introduced a control law that solves the
tracking problem for any single-input single-output minimum-phase system of known relative
degree, provided the sign of the high-frequency gain and an upper bound on its magnitude is
known. Finally, for the class of all single-input single-output minimum-phase systems having
relative degree one, Helmke, Prätzel-Wolters, and Schmid [9] constructed a high-gain con-
troller that has the property that the resulting closed-loop system tracks any reference signal
annihilated by a given linear ordinary differential operator with constant coefficients.
The purpose of this paper is to construct a universal adaptive servomechanism for the class
of multivariable infinite-dimensional systems that are minimum-phase and have an invertible
high-frequency-gain. We show that the series interconnection of the controller presented in
Bymes and Willems [ ] and a suitable precompensator solves the adaptive servoproblem for
the class of systems under consideration. This result is also new for the finite-dimensional
case. It generalizes the result in [9], where an adaptive tracking problem was solved for finite-
dimensional single-input single-output systems. The disturbance rejection problem is not
addressed in [9]. Moreover, the proof in [9] does not extend to multivariable systems; neither
does it carry over to infinite-dimensional plants, and so the generalization is far from being
trivial. We mention that in [9] a state-space approach is used, while our treatment is based
on the input-output set-up for high-gain adaptive stabilization as developed by Logemann
and Owens [4]. So, in contrast to almost all papers in the area, our approach does not
require a state-space model of the plant. Non-zero initial conditions are taken into account by
using "initial-condition terms." The inputoutput results are applied to retarded systems and
integrodifferential convolution systems.
The paper is organized as follows. In $2 we introduce a class of infinite-dimensional
systems that are stabilizable by high-gain feedback and will be dealt with in the rest of the
paper. Moreover, we collect a number of results on a functional differential equation of
Volterra type that will be useful in what follows. Section 3 shows that the high-gain based
switching algorithm, introduced by Byrnes and Willems I I ] in a finite-dimensional state-space
set-up, stabilizes any infinite-dimensional plant belonging to the class of systems introduced
in $2. Section 4 contains the main result of the paper. We prove that the series connection of
the adaptive stabil izer presented in $3, followed by a suitable precompensator containing an
internal model of the dynamics of the ref'erence and disturbance signals, achieves servoaction
for the class of systems under consideration. Section 5 is devoted to the application of the
input-output results of $4 to retarded systems and integrodifferential convolution systems. ln
particular it is shown that the adaptive servomechanism presented in $4 achieves "internal
stability" in the sense that the internal variables of the plant and the precompensator remain
bounded provided that the reference signal is bounded. The proof of a technical result is
relegated to the Appendix.
Nomenclature.
ti l* 1: open right-half Plane.
ti l , 1: open left-half plane.
ttrt'(lF'+. i!t") :: vector space of locally p-integrable functions de{ined on IF 1
with values in IF,".
11- ( 'C"^" )  : -
H 2 1 ' t ; " 1 3
B V ( l a , ö ] , l F - " ^ " )  : :
, \ / (1t ,* , lFr""")  : -
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algebra of bounded holomorphic functions defined on fC1
wi th values in  'C"^" .
the usual Hardy-Lebesgue space of order 2 of holomorphic
functions defined on ifj+ with values in C".
vector space of IF,"^"'-valued functions of bounded variation
defined on [o, ö].
vector space of bounded Borel measures on IF.1 with
values in l l l t '" ".
Let / be a function defined on 10.a), where0 ( o ( 6s. Then forall r e l0.n),
t +  r \ t , r . - l . f t t 1 .  o < 1 <  r .r / , 7 . / , \ , , . _ l O ,  t > r .
,C denotes the Laplace transform.
The superscript "^" is used to denote Laplace transformed or Laplace-Stieltjes trans-
formed functions.
2. Preliminaries and system description. We shall assume that extemally our plant is
described by a transfer-function matrix G of size n1, x rrl which is meromorphic oniC+ and
SAtiSfieS
, 1  l r  I G ' ( s )  : s D - l  * H ( s ) .\L ' "  
\  where D e ß ' 'n ' 'n ,  det(D) l0  and ä € 11-( ,C" ' " " ' ) .
Of course (2. l) is equivalent to
(2.2)
i .e., G is the feedback interconnection ofthe integrator (l ls)D and the transfer-function
matrix 11.
In order to characterize condition (2.l) in terms of the zeros and the high-frequency
behavior of G, we have to make precise what we mean by a zero of a meromorphic transfer-
function matrix.
DEFTNITION 2.1 . Suppose that R is a matrix of size m, x rn. v,hose entries are meromorphir:
Junr:tions defined on a region {l C ii. Let (U,V) be a holomorphic right-c,oprime factorization
of R over Q, i.e., u ond v are holomorphit' matrices of size m, x m defined on {l such that
det(V(s))  10,Ä( .s)  :U(s)V- t (s) ,andthereexistholomorphicmatr ic .esX andy of  s ize
rn x rrL deJine d on {l sari sJyi ng x (s)tr(s) + Y (.s) v(s) = 1,, i The zeros of R(s) are defined
to be the zeros of det(U(s)).
PRoposlrtoN 2.2. Let G(s) he a meromorphic transfer-funL'tion matrix of size rn x m
defined on a region o I -*. Then G | 1.s) uclmits a det'omposition of the for-m (2.1) if and
only i.f
( i )  .sG(s)  -  D :  O(t ls)  as l .s l  -  oq in  'C+,
r Since the ring of holomorphic functions defined on a region has the property that finitely generated ideals are
p r i nc i pa l  ( seeRud in l 23 ,p .328 l ) ands ince the f i e l do f  me romorph i c func t i onsde l i nedona reg ion i s t hequo t i en t
field ofthe ring ofholomorphic functions defined on that region (see Rudin t23,p. 3271), it follows from Vidyasagar,
Schneider, and Francis J28l that such a läctorization cxists and is unique up to multiplication from the right by
unimodular holomorphic matrices.
c ( , )  -  ( r *1 " " t ,1 )  
' ! r ,
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( i i )  G(s)  has no zeros inC1.
ProoJ'. See Logemann and Zwart [5]. n
Note that condition (i) in Proposition 2.2 is a generalization of the relative-degree one
condition for l inite-dimensional single-input single-output systems.
Remark 2.3. The transfer-function matrix G of a stabilizable and detectable finite-
dimensional system i : Ar 1 tsu,'! l  : Cr satisfies (2.1) if and only if the system is
minimum-phase,  i .e . ,
4 . , ( ' / ; /  - ?  ) - o  r b r a r r s e  l p .
and has invertible high-frequency gain, i.e., det(Cl3) f 0. Moreover the matrix D in (2.l) is
given by CB.
In the fo l lowing we shal l  ass ign an operator 'J l  ' .  L2(ß ' ,+, 'C" ' )  *  ,2( lRl+, 'C ' " )  to  the
transfer-function matrix l1 by defining 11 :- L-' M u L, where ,C denotes the Laplace trans-
form an<l .A4g denotes the multiplication by l/ on the Hardy space H2(,i:" ').The operator
l/ is l inear, bounded, and shift-invariant (in the sense ofVidyasagar126l). As aconsequence
?l is causal (see [26]) and therefore has a unique causal extension to 1-12(11"]+,'r j" '). This
extension wil l also be denoted by 71. The converse is also true, i.e., given a l inear, bounded,
shi l t - invar iant  operator '11 :  L2(w'* . ' i i " ' )  *  t r2( [ r t * , 'C" ' ) ,  there ex is ts  11 € F1-( 'C ' "*" ' )
such that 11 : L-tMnL (see Harris and Valenca [7], Logemann tl2l, and Weiss [29]).
Finally we mention that LLz(L+, IF "') is an ?l-invariant subspace of LL2(W'*,,i" ') l i f and
only if 11(.s) : f7(r; for all .s 
€ 
'11. In control applications the lattercondition wil l always
be satisfied and it is assumed to hold in the following.
The function G satisfying (2. l ) can be thought of as being the transfer-function matrix of
(2 .3 ) 'y : DQt - (11a * rrr)). y(0) - tyg € l l l"r,
whe re r r  
€  
LL t (ß ' ,+ ,F " ' ) and  r l  e  I r ( i * , I l - " ' ) t akesaccoun to f  non -ze ro in i t i a l cond i t i ons
in the system with transfer-function matrix 11. The init ial value problem (2.3) is a special
case of the following init ial value problem, which wil l play an important role in this paper.
Consider
\2 .4 ) : i : ( r )  -  ( s . r ) ( t ) + / ( t , r ( t ) )  + g ( t ) ,  I  )  o ,ir, r,, ,,t - .r:1y e C([0. ri],1f-"), r.r ) 0.
where the following hold.
(i) S : LL2E *. iF-") - LLz([: ' ,+,1F."). we assume that s(0) - 0 and that there exists
n  >  0 s u c h t h a t l l r l ( S r :  -  S l ) l l  <  r r l l z r l ( r - . r ' ) l l  b r a l l : r , r ' €  L L 2 ( V ' + , l F - " )  a n d f o r a l l
I > 0, i.e., S is unbiased, causal, and of f inite incremental gain.
( i i )  /  :  F*  x  lF."  -  IF-"  is  afunct ion.  We assume that  l ( i , r )  is  cont inuous in I  and
locally Lipschitz continuous in ;r, uniformly in t on bounded intervals.
( i i i )  q  i s  i n  L L '  ( l l r  + , . i  " ) .
Of  course,  i f  r i  -  0  in  (2.4) ,  then C(10,  r i ] , lF")  :  lF " .  In  order  to def ine what  we mean
by a solution of the init ial value problem (2.4) on [0,p)(o < 0 < oo), we have to give a
meaning to Sr if .r 
€ 
C(10, IJ),IF ") (remember that S operates on functions whose domain
of  def in i t ion is , f  1) .  We set  (Sr) ( i )  :  (5 ' r " . r ) ( l )  for0 (  t  1r  <  13.  Since 5 ' is  causal ,  th is
definit ion does not depend on the choice of r.
I  Ncr t i ce  tha t  here  L I : ( l t * ,  r i l l r r )  i s  cons idered as  a  rza l  vec tor  space.
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DEFINITIoN 2.4. A solution 4'Q.4) on 10, p)(1t < l i < rn) is an ahsolutely tontinuous
funt'tion r on 10. p) sut'h thot :r: ,,.,"1 : :to and the dilferential equation in Q.4) is satisfied by
L' ,t lnttt.st aycrvu'here r,rr [0. ,J1.
THEOREM 2.5. The initial-value prohlem (2.4) has a unique solution on some intert,al
10,0),v,here a < l) S x'. IJ tJ 1 cx., and {J cannot he int'reased,then there e"rists a strictly
increasing sequence tr 
€ 
(0, 0), satisft, ing l iml--- t i : i ], such that l im;-- l lr(t;) l l  : oo.
The above theorem has been proved in Logemann and Owens [4]. Similarresults can
be found in Gripenberg, Londen, and Staffans t5, p. 3591, and Hinrichsen and Pritchard I I 01.
Theorem 2.5 implies in particular that the init ial value problem (2.3) has a unique solution for
all 'ur 
€ 
,2 (l l t+, 1,r " '), u, e ,rl ( lF:+, [r." '), and go 
€ 
]Fl"' .
3. Adaptive stabil ization. The aim of this section is to construct a universal adaptive
control law that stabil izes any system ofthe form (2.3), i.e., the control law does not depend
on D and 11, and the closed-loop system satisfies l iml ,- y(.t) : 0 for all 370 € T."' and
u,  
€ 
12( lF-+,  F l " ' ) .
In the following, we need a result from linear algebra which has been proved by Märtensson
t l7 l ,  [81.  For  nr  )  I  we cal l  asetu C GL(nr ,D,)  unmix ing,  i f  for  any A e GL(nr , .  i i  )  there
is a [/ e Z/ such that spec(AU) c '--.
PnoposlrloN 3.1 ([l 7], |81). For allnr ] l, there e,tist unmixing sets rf f inite cardinality.
Unfortunately the cardinality of the unmixing sets constructed in [7], t lSl is far too
large than would be convenient for applications. Hardly anything is known on the minimum
cardinality of unmixing sets. However, for rrr, : l  the set { 1, - l } is obviously unmixing,
while for nt, : 2 there exists an unmixing set of cardinality 6 (see i l71, t l8l). It has been
shown by Zhu [31] that GI(3, lF:) can be unmixed by a set having cardinality 32.
I n t h e f o l l o w i n g ,  l e t { 1 { '  , . . . . K r v } b e a n u n m i x i n g s e t f b r G L ( r n , } - ) .  S i n c e ( 2 . 3 ) c a n
be stabil ized by high-gain f 'eedback of the form u(t) : Ar7(t), provided that spec(D) c 'J
and Ä is a sufficiently large positive number, it seems reasonable to consider the following
adaptive control law:
( 3 . 1 ) u(t )  :  A: ( f  )1( ,11.11;y u( t ) ,
A : ( r )  -  l l y ( r ) l l t ,  / t : ( 0 )  -  Ä11  e  lF .
I n  ( 3 . 1 )  t h e  f u n c t i o n  o  :  F -  -  { 1 . . . . . 1 { }  i s  g i v e n  b y
/ r ) r  n t b \  I l .  i ' e [ - r 1 . 1 1 ) .
t  , .  , ( '  €  [q1, .1; ,  tN+r+r)  U [ - t , r * , * r ,  - t ,nr+.)  for  some I  e i  10.
where the sequence (l);.r,,, is defined as
( 3 . 3 ) r. t+r -  r j .  r r  )  l .
Note that the gain ,k(t) is monotonically increasing and thus the function o ensures that Ko(A.(r) )
wil l hit some stabil izing gain matrix K; if A(t) diverges. The growth condition (3.3) captures
the intuit ive idea that the length of the intervals [r;,r;1r) should increase rapidly, in orcler
to enable the closed-loop system to settle down. Although the closed-loop system given by
(2.3) and (3.1) is of the form (2.4), we cannot apply Theorem 2.5 straight away in order to
establ ish wel l  posedness of the c losed loop,  s ince the map lF,  ' {Kr  , . . . ,  K,v} ,  h  + Ko(^, )
is not continuous. Howevel Theorem 2.5 can be used to prove the following.
LEMMA 3.2. For eat'h pair oJ init ial conditions (y9,Äo) 
€ 
IF"' x F,andfor eat.hu 
€
/,2(Fl+. U',""), the t ' losetl-loop system given by (2.3) anct (3.1) has a unique obsolutell, t 'ontin-
uous soltrtion ('y,k) that c'an be e,\tended to the right as long as it remains bounded.
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Proof. SeeAppendix.
Now we are in the position to prove the main result of this section. It says that the control
law (3. I ) stabil izes any system of the form (2.3), or in other words (3. I ) is a universal adaptive
control law for this class.
THEOREM3.3. Thesolution('g,k)ofthec'losed-loopsystemg,ivenby(23)ancl(3.1 )errsr.r
on l[',y and hos the following properties:
(i) l iml-* fr(l) err.rrs and is Jtnite;
(i i) y 
€ 
L, (ß',*.1[.t ' ,) n l,-(Jp.1. tFt",);
( i i i )  l im r - -  y ( t )  : 0 .
We shall prove Theorem 3.3 by combining ideas of Byrnes and Willems Il l  with the
following lemma, which can be found in Ilchmann and Logemann Il l ].
LEMMA 3.4. suppose that o and rj are given by (3.2) and (3.3), respe('tiriery, andJor
a  )  0  and  i  e  {1 , . . . , 1 / }  de f i ne  F i "  :  IF .  - { 1 ,  - o }  by
(3.4)  F i t / t  -  {  l '  i f  o( r )  -  '   ,'  i \ ' r  |  \  - n .  i t o ( . r \  /  i
Then we have
(3 . s )  sup  
,+  [  . rF i '@) t l r - * r c
A>Ä. , ,  / ' u  -  Ä{ )  JA. r )
f o r  a l l  A e  €  i l . . r r  )  0 , i  e  { 1 , . . . , , ^ / } .
ProoJ 'of  Theorem 3.3.  By assumpt ion there ex is ts  I  
€  {1, . . . ,N}  such that
spec(DKi) c i i-. Hence there is a positive definite matrix e : eT e GL(tn,,lF-) sat-
isfying
(3.6) I{T DrQ i eDKo: -t.
Furthermore, choose cr > 0 such that
( 3 . 7 )  K f o ' Q ' r Q D K 1  ! a t  r b r a i l j € { 1 , . . . , r \ / } .
By Lemma 3.2, the closed-loop system given by (2.3) and (3.1) has a unique solution (y, k).
Let f0, t-) denote irs maximal inrerval of exisrence. Setring l l" l lo ;: ((r, er))t 12 for r € II,,-
and using (2.3), (3.4), (3.6), and (3.7) we obtain
d -
*11 u { t  ) l lä  :  !  ( t f '  a t l  ( t )  +  y  (ür  eü f t )
(3 .8)  :k( t )y( t ) I . (KTrraypre+eDK"$( t i l .y ( t ) - ( i1a)( t ) rD ' tQy( t )
- w(t)rDrQa(t) - y(t)reD(i1a)ft) - y(t)t 'eDut(t)
< - 4" ( fr ( r ) ) k ( r ) [ ( r ) - 2y (t)r Q D (t1ü ft) - 2y (t)rQ D ut (t) .
Using Höld-er's inequality and the causality and boundedness of tl, it is easy to show that for
all f € LL2(W',+,' i j"") and I ) 0,
I t t  -  I  r t(3 .e )  |  |  I ( r ) t  eD(Hf  t ( r ) r t r l  <  l le l l l lD l l l l f t l l  |  11y1,1112a, .l J o  I  J o
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lntegrating (3.8) from 0 to l, t < l*, changing variables, and applying (3.9) yields
l ls(r) l lä -  l lvnl f  < fou, , , ( ' )  , , r ; ' { r ) r l : r*41 1, , ' l l r t i l l 'u ,
(3.r0) + ) , l lu, l l2 (  [ '  l r1 l l l=a, \" '\Jo /
I  t - l ' , , , 1 1 ,  
_  
|  [ ^ t "  )( Ä ( / ) -  k o ) {  ) r  1  ' ;
I  v r . ' t r 1  -  a ]  
-  
t ' t r 1  -  ^ ,  1 * , , ' r F i ' t ' r ) r l ' r l , '
where Ä1 and )2 are suitable positive constants depending on71, D, and Q.
In order to show global existence of the solution (y, k) on IF-* it is (by Lemma 3.2)
sufficient o show that (y, k) is bounded on [0, l.). In order to prove rhat k(t) is bounded
on l0.t-), assume the contrary. lt then fbllows from Lemma 3.4 that the l imes inferior of
the right-hand side of (3.l0) is -oo, contradicting the fact that the left-hand side of (3.l0) is
bounded f rom below UV - l lyo l lä  Hence Ä(t )  is  bounded on [0,1. )  and f rom (3.1)  and (3.10)
we obta in that  y  
€ 
L2(0. t - ; l l t " ' )  n  r - (0,  l * ; )F:" ' ) .  In  par t icu lar  we have l *  :  m,  which
implies (i) and (i i). In order to prove (i i i), notice that by (2.3), (i), and (i i) g 
€ 
L2(P',+:W"').
As a consequence (i i i) holds true. D
Remark3 .5 .  ( i )  I t i sno td i f f i cu l t t osee tha t thesequenceg i venby (3 .3 )canbe rep laced
byanystr ic t ly increasingsequence( i j )7€rr  sat is fy ingl im.T--  r i f  r i_r :  *oo(cf .  I lchmann
and Logemann [ 1] and Ryan [24]).
( i i )  Let  u 
€ 
LLz(ß,+,  lF i ' ' ) ,ur  
€ 
.L2( lFt+, IFt" ' )  and suppose that  y  sat is f ies (2.3) .  I f
Q € IF "' " "' is positive definite, then the inequality
holds for all I > 0, where p is a suitable positive constant depending on'11,D,Q, and w.
Inequality (3.1 l) has been derived implicit ly in the proof of Theorem 3.3 and may be of some
independent interest.
Remark 3.6. The controller (3.l ) was introduced by Byrnes and Willems I I ] in a finite-
dimensional state-space set-up. The main result in [] says that any finite-dimensional state-
space system with rri inputs and rn outputs can be stabilized by the control law (3. I ), provided
it is minimum-phase and has invertible high-frequency gain. However, the proof is not con-
vincing, since the inequality (3.4) in [ | is in general wrong. A result similar to that in [ ] can
b e f o u n d i n M ä r t e n s s o n I l 7 ] , [ 8 ] . T h e p r o o f  i n t l 7 1 , t l S l i s n o t c o n v i n c i n g e i t h e r , s i n c e i t i s
based on the claim that for the adaptive control system
i ( l )  :  Ar(t)  + Bu.(t) ,  , r(o) :  n6 
€ 
lF."
y ( t ) :  C r ( t ) ,
u ( t )  :  k ( t )Qy( t ) ,
, t ( r )  :  l l " ( t ) l l '+  l l y ( t )112,
there existconstants c > 0 and T > 0 such that
A ( 0 )  : A o € 1 F . .
for all z1y 
€ 
lF'.', ke e IF-, I
o(CBQ) c I
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(3.r r) l ly(r) l iä < l ly, l lä + r, (r + l , '  Wt l | ,a,) +z 1,, '  al i ,eDu(r)a.r
l,* lllrtill'+ lly(r) ll'  )d r < cllr(t)ll2
> ?,  prov ided that  (A,B,C) is  min imum-phase and
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This is not proved in tl7l, [ l  8] and it seems to the authors that it is unlikely to hold true.
We close this section with a conjecture on the l imiting closed-loop system. If the assump-
t ions of  Theorem 3.3 are sat is f ied,  then l iml- -  A:( t )  : ;  A: - (T i ' .9e.  Al l )  ex is ts  and is  f in i te .
The linear system
(3 . t2 ) t I - DIA-(ur,371y, Ae)1{o11--.(,,,ur,.Ai,)) '. i  11'y
- tr '),
I Olol - uo e r."'. u-r € 12 (F]+. llrl"' )
is called the terminal system of the nonlinear closed-loop system given by (2.3) and (3.1). It is
easy to see that (3. l2) does not satisfy l imr--- A(t) :0 for arbitrary (,,,, t7,') € I: (ru. +, I l " '  )
l l" ' . Indeed, consider the special case that 11 :0 and choose u : 0,9o : 0, and A:e : Q
in (2.3)  and (3.1) .  S ince a_(0,0,0)  -  0 ,  i t  tb l lows that  the solut ion: i /  o f  (3.12)  is  g iven
byy ( f )  - . ü t t _    D . [ , ] r i t ( r ) t t r , andhence0 ( t )  i ngene ra ldoesno tconve rge to0as I  -  oo .
However, recent work of Townley [25 | on adaptive stabil ization of f inite-dimensional systems
leads us to the following conjecture.
Con.jet'ture. For given Ao € i!. there exists an open and dense setT(A16) c Lt(-,r +,l ir-" ') x
IF-"'such that the terminal system (3.12) is stable in the sense that
ü  e  L t  n ' - ( 1F .1 , , i r " ' )  and  
, [ ]X iq ( r )  : 0  f o ra l l  ( r i ' , v , , )  e  I 2 (L l * , 1F1" ' )  x  lP : " ' .
provided that (ur, ys) e I(ks).
4. Adaptive tracking and disturbance rejection. Consider the control scheme in Fig.
l, where the plant is described by (2.1) or, equivalently, by (2.3). The aim of this section
is to construct a single controller, such that the closed-loop system asymptotically tracks a
given ref'erence trajectory r and asymptotically rejects a given disturbance signal d for all
plants of the fbrm (2.1 ). The signals r and d, belong to prespecified vector spaces of functions
that are defined as follows. Let pi,6; e IF.[.s] be monic polynomials, I < i < rrt,, and set
p : :  ( p r , . . . , p , , ) ' I ' a n d ö : :  ( ä ' , . . .  , 6 , , ) ' ' .  T h e a c l m i s s i b l e r e f e r e n c e s i g n a l s a r e g i v e n b y
f , . . . . r r , )  ,)
while the clisturbances d are supposed to belong to 56 * 12(F+,1!-"'), where .56 is defined
as 5r, with pr replaced by 6;. The well-known internal model principle from linear control
rheory (see e.g., Wonham t30, p. 2031, and Vidyasagar [27, p. 2941, for the finite-dimensional
case and Francis [4], Call ier and Desoer [2], and Curtain [3 ] for the infinite-dimensional case)
suggests that the dynamics of the reference and disturbance signals should be replicated in the
S , ' :  { '  
:  l l 1  -  F . " '  I p o  ( * )  t r  :  o , i  :
k(t)K"&(D
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loop via a precompensator. To this end set
i r ( . s )  :  l c m ( . s , p 1 ( " ) , , p , , , ( . s ) . ö , ( " ) , . . . , ö , , ( " ) ) ,
where we choose p to be monic. Moreover, let q be a monic polynomial that is Hurwitz and
satisfles deg(q) : deg(p). We define the precompensator,\1(.s) containing the internal model
to be
A1(s ;  :  n ( . i , , , ,
p(s, )
Note that by construction ,4,1(s) contains an integrator. This is required for a purely technical
reason: without ,41(s) having a pole in 0 we were not able to prove Theorem 4. I below. Let
G,11 denote the precompensated plant, i.e., G17(s) - G(s)nI(s). Now realize that, by (2.1),
where
( 4 . 1 )
cn1(. , )  :  
H("D- '  + r1(r))  : .sD-t  + HttG).
r l1 r (s )  : ,  (#  ' ) " - '  *  { {a1 . , ;
belongs to I1E(LLj?rrxt"). The important point here is that the structural property (2.1) of the
plant G remains invariant under precompensation by ,41(.s). The overall adaptive controller
we shall investigate in the following is given by
(4 .2 ) v \ t ) ) ,
A(o) : 1-,,,
where o and K1 , . . . , 1{.,v are defined as in {3 (cf. Fig. 2). Using the fact that the first equation
0l  (4.2)  can he wr i t ten as
r i ( . * )  Ä / 1 . ' ) 1 r ' 1 s 1  '  1  r 1 . - 1 , / t ' ) ) .
set t ing d17 ( t )  : -  L  r1,nf  r r i ;1 i ;  andHw . . :  L  tMnn,L, I  weobta in the fo l lowing t ime-
domain description of the closed-loop system given by (2.3) and (4.2):
t  , t ,  U"tnr . ,  the unique causal  extension ol ' l l1 ;  ro LL)( lF: , .1L" ' )  wi l l  be denoted by the same symbol  ?117.
I  
r r ( . s )  -  . 1 1 ( s ) i ' ( . s )  t  r " 1 1 ' ; .
(  , ' ( t )  =  Ä ' ( / ) A ' . ( l ' ( / , , ( / ' ( / )
I  l . r r r  l l , ( r )  - y ( / ) l l r ,
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(4.3)
( a(t)  :  D(r,(r)  + dM(t)  -  ( ] tua)(t)  -  , , rr( l ) ) ,  a(0) :  ao, ur11 € .12(Jfr1. $.- ,)I
{  , ( t )  :  Ä ' ( l ) K . r r r r r ) (  ( t )  -  u ( t l . t
I  r r r l  :  I I r ( r  )  u l )112.  k (0 ;  :  1 - , , .
where as in $2 the term ?r^r takes account of non-zero initial conditions (cf. also $5).
We are now in the position to prove the main result of this paper, which shows that the
controller (4.2) solves the servoproblem for all systems of the form (2.3).
TueoReu 4.1 . The solution (y, k) of the r:losed-loop system (4.3) e"rists on W'4 and has
t he fu I lou' i tr g propc rt i es'.
(i) l iml*- k(t) e.rists and is rtnire,
(11 )  a  r  e  L2 (ß '+ ,11 , t " ' ) n -L - ( i l t 1 , JF , - ) ,
( i i i )  l im r - -  ( a ( t )  -  r ( t ) )  :  0 .
Proof. Rewriting the first equation of (4.3) as
d , \
;  
( ,  -  a)  :  -D(u - tT lu(r  -  y)  + d"u -  T lur  -  D- t i  - ' tnx1) ,
we see that (i)-(i i i) wil l fbllow from Theorem 3.3, provided that the term da1 -Jlur - D ti
belongs to -L2 (Ft+ , IF "" ). It is easy to show that dy € 1,2 (Ft+ , ß,- ). Indeed, by definition we
have
(4 .4)  i111" ;  : , t r - '1s)a(s)  : L I -  r1ry i ,1ry  + M t (s)ä2(s) ,
where d1 
€ 
,2(lFt+,1F."') and dz 
€ 
5a. Now, clearly we have
(4 .5 )  , t r - ' ( s )ä1 (s )  e  H21 , ; ' " ; .
Moreover, since p(dldt)dzi : 0,1 < i < m (where d2; denotes the dth component of d2), it
follows that there exist polynomials Bi € IFI[s] such that
är,G) : ti47 and deg(d,) < dee(p) - I :dee(q) - 1.p ( s )
Therefore
(4.6) . \ / - r1s)t l21s1 :  ( '19,  449)t  .  uz1. ' " t .
-  
\  q( r )  t t l , )  /
Combin ing G.$-g.61shows thar  dx1 e H21-" ' )  and hence dy € ,2( lFt+, lFt" ' ) .  I r remains
to show thatHyr '+ D-t i  
€  
L20V +, lFt" ' ) .  This  wi l l  be done in two steps.
Step l. Suppose that r(0) : 0. Then we have
(4 .1 )  L (H71r  +  r - r i ) ( . s )  :  11 ,u ( . s ) r ( s )+  sD  r r1 . s1 ,
and  moreove r  r ( s )  :  l t / p ( . s ) ] 7 ( . s ) ,  whe re  1 (s )  : :  ( l r ( . r ) , . . . , 1 , , ( . s ) ) r , 1 i  e  1F , [ s ] ,  and
deg(r ; )  S deg(p)  -2-  deg(( t )  -  2 .  Using (4.1)  i t fo l lowsfrom (4.7) that
L ( t l t u r +  D  t r ) ( s )  :  ' ( 4 2 -  r )  p - '  , ! r ( " )
\  q \s . )  /  p \s  )
+ 41i . r ( ' l  , l  , r ( " )  i - . *D r* r t ' tq\s  )  1 (s ,  p ( . ' r J
:  D- t* r ( " .1+ r r (s)  L11.s)  e  H21rC, , ,1 ,
i1(s,) q(.s/
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since i1 a Un1,il"""'),d.g(?r) < deg(q) -2and q is Hurwitz. Hence we have shown that
Hur r D I i e r2(iFt+, I l.,t""),
provided that p(d I dt)r : 0 and r(0) : 0.
Step 2. Now suppose that r(0) : , 'o 10. Define z(t) :- r(t) - O(t)re, where
e r r r : -  l 9 '  / < o '
I  l ,  /  > 0 :
notice that
( 4 . 8 )  ' l l x 1 r ' t D  t f  : ' l 1 x 1 z 1 - D  t z + l l u ( O r ü .
Since p(0) : 0, it follows that p(dldt)z : 0. Moreover z(0) : 0 and hence we obtain
from Step I thatHuz + D-t 2 e L21W,:,*,IF."'). Therefore, by (4.8) ir remains to show rhar
71y(Qrü 
€ 
t2(Sl+,11.r." '). To this end write p(s) - sp(.s),p e F [s], which is possible by
assumption. Using (4.1) it follows that
L( t l r t (o ro) ) (s )  - -  F lny(s )1 , .  :  f  4+  -  ' )  I  ' , . ,  *  i l : lH(s ) re  t ,  H21C" '1s  \ q ( s )  /  q ( r )
and  hence  l l , r r (O r i r )  
€  
12 ( [  + .  F  - ) .  !
5. Applications to retarded systems and integrodifferential convolution systems. In
this section we show how retarded and integrodifferential convolution systems fit into the
input-output set-up developed in $$3 and 4. We solve the adaptive servoproblem for these
classes of systems under the assumption that the plant is minimum-phase and has invertible
high-frequency gain. Moreover, it turns out that the internal variables of the plant and the
precompensator remain bounded, provided that the reference signal is bounded.
5.1.  Retardedsystems.  Inthefo l lowingweextendanyfunct ion F e BV(1a,0]  ,J l : " ' " " )
t o thewho le rea l  ax i sbyse t t i ng  F ( t ) :  F (o )  f o r t  <  oand I . ( t )  :  F (b )  f o r t  >  ö .  Any
measurable function / : Q - IFl",() c Fl, wil l be extended to the whole real axis by defining
/ ( t )  :  0  f o r t  t '  C I .  F o r  F  :  ( F t )  €  B y ( [ 0 , h ] , l F t " ' " )  a n d  /  :  ( f , , . . . , f n ) r , f o  e
LL ' (ß , , 1F ) ,  I  <  i  {  n ,  wede f i ne
dF '+  
. f  : :
n\ -  ,_)  d l : t ; *  t ;
/-J; -  |
:
'tL
\ - ; p  .  *  r
/  * -  t r l  J  I
; l
where dF,, denote the measure on IF, induced by fi and dFi.1 * f l denotes the convolution of
the measure rlF;, and the function f . i. l f f is continuous on l-h, oo), then of course
r h
(r IF ' r  J)f t |  :  I  t lF(r \ f  ( t  r)  for I  )  0.
consider the retarded system 
r0
i - d A * r l B u " ,
Y : C r ,
r l r  u . , ,1  -  ro  €  C( [ -h ,0 ] ,1F. " ' ) ,
( s . l )
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where A 
€ 
By(10. lz] .F," ' ") ,  B 
€ß""" ' ,  and C e Fl" '^".  We assume that
(5.2) det(C B) I 0
and
(5 .J )  0 . ,  (  ' 1  ,a t ' )  -?  )  , ,  0  to r  a l l  s  e  -1 ." \  ( -  o ) ' "
wnere ,,t(s) :: 
./if' exp( sr)tlA(r) denotes the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of A. The transfer
function matrix G(.s) of (5.l ) is given by
G( ' )  f ( . s /  , ' 4 ( s ) )  tB .
Remark 5.1. As in the finite-dimensional case, we shall call (-5.3) the minimum-phase
condition. It can be shown that (5.3) holds if and only if the following three conditions hold:
(i) The transfer function matrix G(.s) has no zeros iniC+l
{ i i t  rÄ  ( s /  41 "1 .  t l 1  :  n  t b r  a l l  s  r -  I  ,  .
,  /  , t  , ,1(.,r \( u l )  r ^  l  ^  " '  l : ,  f o r a l l  . s €  - ' 1 .
\ ( /
Le t  p " .6 , ( i  :  1 . . .  . . nL ) ,  p ,ö ,p ,  and  q  be  as  i n  $4  and  l e t
( s 4 r  { :  ' 4 ' r r €  | ß x 1  t "  € ( 0 )  ( r r  (  T /
' -  C11 {  +  1 , , , t '
be a stabil izable and detectable realization of '\1(.s) - [q(t)/p(t)]1,,,. We shallconsiderthe
closed-loop system given by (5. I ), (5.4),
(5 .5 )  1 ' ( t )  :  k ( l )K ' (A ( t ) ) (e ( t )  -  r ( t ) ) '
A ( t )  :  l l y ( t )  ' ( l ) 112 ,  A (0 )  :  a6  e  IF ,
and
(5 .6 )  ? / ( l )  :  z ( t )  +  d ( t ) .
w h e r e r ' € S , , , d € 5 , 1  t , 2 ( l l l + , 1 ! " ' )  a n d l { r  , . . . , 1 { 7 1 - a n d o : l P . - { 1 . . . . , 1 ü } a r e d e f i n e d
as in ti3.
The following result shows that the universal adaptive controller presented in $4 achieves
asymptotic tracking and disturbance rejection for the class of retarded systems atisfying (5.2)
and (5.3) .
THEoREM 5.2.  IJ  (5.2)  and (5.3)  are sat is l ied,  then for  any r0 € C([*h,0] ,F-" ) , {s  €
.:;r.Au 
€ 
11.,r ' 
€ 
Sn, and d e So 1 l2(lFt*, ß,"'), the tlosed-loop system given ht 6.1') and
( 5.4 ) - ( 5.6) hu.s rhe 
.fi t I h tu' in g pn tpt r t i c.s'.
(i) l imr-- k(l) erisr.r ctnd is f inite;
( r i )  y  r  
€  
[ , 2 ( ' , i + , ] [ " ' )  n  -L - ( lF - * ,Lu - " ' ) ;
( i i i )  l i m r - - f u ( t )  -  r ( t ) )  : 0 ;
( iv)  ( . r : ,4)"  e l , -1 l l  * , ,1  "n ' )  prov ided t '  is  bounded.
ProoJ. First of all i t tbllows fiom (5.2) and (5.3) that
( s . 1 )  c r ( s )  - . s ( c B ) - r  r f l ( . s ) ,
where l l  a  t ln  f  iJ" ' ' " ' )  (see Logemann and Märtensson t  l3 l ) ,  i .e . ,  G-1 1")  admits  a decom-
position of the form (2.l ). We proceed in fbur steps.
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Step l. Recall from the proof of Theorem 4.1 that
(5 .8 )  , 1 , , v ( r )  -  L  t (M  r i ) 1 r )  e  , 2 ( i ; . + . [ , : " ' )
Defining
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and setting
- 4 " , ( ' )  ' - ( o \ ' )  r t ; ) ' n ^ c u  \  -  / s  )0 r( .)-4,rr  )  I r ' '  " :  \  ßn, /
6'", ,  ' :  (C,0) and :rrsr: i .  i  '  \= \ e /
the series connection of (5.4) followed by (5.1) in the presence of the disturbance d can be
reformulated as follows:
. i . , ,  -  l l ; * 1 . ,  , k . l : s .  *  8 " , , ( r r  f  r / 11 ) .
(5.9) 11 - (i,,.:t:",.
-  / + \  -  /  t " ( i )  \
' r ' ' ( / ) - [ ; ; ,  
)  
t o r , l l  / e  / r ' o l '
It follows trivially from (5.2) that
(5.10)  det(C", ,B" , )  I  0 .
Moreover, since q(s) is Hurwitz, it fbllows from the stabil izabil ity and detectabil ity of (5.4)
that
( 5 . 1 r . )  a r t (  ' l  a ' '  - ? n t ) + o  r o r a u s c  l r .
\  (  . ' r  1 , , '  /
Realizing that
d,,t ( ': - '4" ('') -1"" )- - ' \  r - - ,  0  )
:  det(s /  -  A( . ) )  det(G(s))  det(s /  -  Ä11) det( , \1( .s) )
: a " t ( 1 - r , . r  ? ) 0 . , ( . t  L n ,  , r ^ , ) .\  c  o  ) " " ' \  C n ,  r , , ,  )
we obtain fiom (-5.3) and (-5.1 I )
(5. 12) 0., ( ä1_ 
Ä"' ( ') -ä' '  
) * r ror au s € c1,
i .e., the series connection of (5.4) followed by (5.1) is minimum-phase.
Step 2. It fbllows from (-5.10) that IFl"+l : ker(/".() im ,B.,.. Hence there exists a
non-singular real transformation P 5 p.(ro+l)r(n+l) such that
P- t8 , , :  f  t ^u  )  c . ,  P  \ r , , ,  o ,1 .\ u  /
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It is useful to partit ion the matrix P-t A",.(.)P as follows:
P ,A. , ( ,P (  j l l l . ]  l l l : l . l  )
where  Ä1 r ( . ) ,A rz ( . ) ,  Az t ( . ) ,  and  A22 ( ' )  a re  ma t r i ces  w i t h  en r r i es  i n  BV( [0 .h ] , l F )  o f  s i ze
rn x mirn x (n * I - nr), (n + I - m) x rnand (n -t I - nt) x (ri * I - nt),respectively.
Setting q.,.(t) - P-r:c""(t), it follows from (5.9) that
T",, : t l(P-t A",,P) * 4". * P-t 8",.(u t clxl),
( 5 .13 )  
, q :  C " .P r1 " " ,
r/,,, I l- r,.ol - P- 
I 
,r"" I l- r,,ol .
Since r7"., can be written as ?se - (A, rt) ' I ' , i t is clear that (5.13) can be decomposed as
( 5 . 1 4 )  , y :  C B u r ,
( 5 . f 5 )  n : d A z z * 1 1  l d A 2 1  * r t 2 '
^ t  :  - ( C B ) ' ( d A , r *  q  t  d A 1 1  * ? r 2 ) ,
(5. r6) I) t  : 'u I  du - "/  ,  ' t tZ - U
(5.17)  l l l l -n .o l  -  n t ,  r t l l_ t , ,o)  -  Tz,
where (r71 ,nz) : ri",, l I r,,o] and in particular 271 : Cxs. LeIrl0lz,qr.o) denote the solution
of the retarded system (5.15) driven by the init ial conditions l l1 r,,01 : ,rl2,u2l1 h.gl : ?l
and the input tr2]1e.-'y : r, 
€ 
LL2(W.+,lFl ' '). The conesponding output 1(rlz,rlt,c.o).can be
written in the form
( 5 . 1 8 )  1 0 t 2 , \ r . u )  :  K u  +  ü ,
where
(5 .19 )  Ku ,  :  - (CB ; - r1 ,1 , , { 12  *  4 (0 ,0 ,u r )  +  dA11  *  t , )
and
(5 .20 )  u  :  (CB)  ' ( d412  x  q ( \ z ,n t , 0 )  +  dAu  x  r i  r ) .
Step 3. We claim that the retarded system (5. l5) is exponentially stable, which is equiva-
lent tosayingthatdet(s I - ,4zzGD l0fora l ls  € C+,whereÄ22(s)  - . f fexp(- .sr )c lA22(r)(cf. Hale [6, p. 165]). It follows from the properties of P that
/  |  i , \  
_ 1 t .  \  / s / - 4 1 1 ( s )  - ' 4 r : ( " )  - C O \
a e t (  s / - , ' J ' ( ' s )  - ? , "  ) : o . r l  . A r , t r )  " 1  - , 4 2 1 1 " 1  0  l .\  ( ' . ,  u  /  \  t  o  ö  )
Definine
',(") ,: ( ä Z 
-'"'*i, (')) 
) , rz(s): (i _(c,J?,t,,(,) I )
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we obtain
Hence det(.s/ - Ar2(t)) I 0 for atl .s e e1 by the minimum-phase properry (5.l2).
Step 4. As a consequence of the exponential stabil ity of the retarded system (5.15), the
linear mapping K defined by (5.l9) is bounded from 12 (l l-*, 1f," ') into itself and the function
tir is in ,2 (Fl+ , lF."'). Moreover, it is clear that the operator K is shift-invariant. The system
given by (5.14)- (5.17)  can be wr i r ten as
(5 .21 )  ' a :  CB(u  -  Ky  u ) .  e (0 )  -  C re (O) .
whe re ru : : ' t i t - dx1  e  L2q IP+ ,11  " ' ) . Le tKbe theun iquee lemen t tn l l n l , i ) , , ' x , ' )  such tha t
K : L t M n L. It is easy to see that 1{ is of the form required for the application of Theorem
4 . 1 ,  i . e . ,
K(s)  :  "  (41  r )  t car - '  -  P ! ' )p1 . *1 .
\  q ( s t  /  q ( " )
where 11(s) is given by (5.7). staremenrs (i)-(i i i) follow now from Theorem 4.1. Finally,
suppose that r is bounded. By statement (i i) this implies that g is bounded, and hence using
the exponential stabil ity of (5.l5), we see that 4 is bounded. As a consequ€rce lse - (q,a)T
is bounded, which in turn implies the boundedness of r."" : (r, {)7. n
5.2. Integrodifferential convolution systems. Another interesting class of systems cov-
ered by Theorem 4. l is the class of integrodifferential convolution systems. Consider the
system
i :  A * r  *  B u .
(5.22) a: cr,
T (0) : :re 
€ 
lFl",
where A 
€ 
,\1(lfr+,s,"*"),8 
€ 
IFr."t"", and c e IF|"'*". The volterra integrodifferential
system
y( t )  :  C r ( t ) ,
r ( 0 )  : r o € l F l ' "
where Ae 
€ 
F'   frx'r and Aq 
€ 
,l( lFr+,lfr"""') is obviously a special case of (5.22). we assume
that
(s.23) det(CB) l0
9 3 t
ar, ( ' t  - 'a" '  ts) B"' \
\  ( ' . ,  0  )
(  (  . " t  - . A r r ( . s )  - , 4 r . 2 ( s )  C B  \  )oe t  {  f ' 1 ' 1  |  A : r ( ' )  . q t  . 4 : z ( . * )  o  I  n t " f  }l .  \  /  o  o l  )
-  o * (3  , , -X , , r , r  1 ' )
\ r  o  o  )
:  (  l ) " ' de t (CB)de t ( . s /  -  Azz ( t ) ) .
7 t
i ( / )  :  A o " r ( t )  + |  A t ( t  r l r ( r ) t l r  +  B t t \ t ) .Jo
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and
( 5 . 2 4 )  d t  |  ' l  -  A t s \  - B  \, , (  '  ( ' , " ' '  o "  ) / o  
f o r a l l ' <  ' . , .
where Ä(s) ,: 
.I i  exp(-.sr)rlA(r).
THEoREM 5.3. If (5.23) and (5.24) are satisJted, thenJbr an! r:11 € IFl", {0 e 1Fr, frs e Jtr,
r ' 
€ 
31,, and d e So + t2(lI-+. W','"), the closed-loop system given hy (5.22) and (5.4)-(5.6)
has the follow,ing pro1terties'.
(i) l iml-- A,(t) err.srs and is.f inite;
( i i )  g  -  , r  e  L2(p,+, lFt" ' )  n t r - ( ]F 1. IF " ' ) ;
( i i i )  l im l - - (a ( t ) )  -  r ( t ) )  : 0 ;
(iv) (2, {)7' e I-(11,t+.lP."+l), proviclecl r is houncletl.
Proof'. Defining
A . , , = ( !  f (  B C ^ / )  n . , , : ( o -  )\ 0  ä , , , 4 , r r  )  \ - ^ / . /
6 . .  ; :  (C,0)  and 's .  : :  (  :  )
where 6e denotes the unit point mass at 0, the series connection of (,5.4) followed by (5.22) in
the presence of the disturbance d can be formulated as follows:
i"" : A", x trr,. * B",'(tt 1 tlxl),
(5.25)  y :  ( ; " , , r : " " ,
. r . . ( o )  : (  : ' ) ,
\ s t l  7
where d1r is given by (5.8).
Using the same coordinate transformation P as in $5.l, i t is clear that (5.25) can be written
in the form
(5.26)  u -  CBur,
( 5 . 2 1 )  i l  : A z z * \ + A 2 t * ' I t 2 '
1  :  - ( C  B )  r ( A r 2  x  1 1  I  A 1 ,  x  ' r , 2 ) ;
(5 .28) ?,1 : ?r I  d,t t  -  1, t t2 :  ! ! \
(5 .29 )  (u (0 ) ,A (0 ) ) r :  P - r : r ' " , , ( 0 ) ,
where (g. n)T : P t:r". and the A;i are bounded matrix-valued measures on 11.1. Let l?
denote the difTerential resolvent of the integrodiff 'erential system (5.21), i.e., r? is the unique
solution of
R : Azz * R., Ä(0) : 1.
The solution 17 is then given by
r t f t )  :  R( t ) r7(o)  *  ( f l  *  A21 *  12)( t )
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(see Gripenberg, Londen, and Staffans 15, p. 761) and the output 1 can be written in the form
1 : K u z + r i t ,
where
(5.30)
and
( 5 . 3 1 )
Ku,  :  - (CB) - ' (Ap  *  R  *  Az r  t  A l l )  *  u2
th  :  - (CB) - t  (A , r  *  , ? )a (0 ) .
Now we can show, as in Q5.1, that
(s.32) det(s1 -  A22(s))  l0  for  a l l  .s  € ü1,
where ,422(s) : 
.[ i .*p(- sr)rtA22ft),and hence A is inregrable (see Gripenberg, Londen,
and Staffans t5, p. 831). It follows that the l inear operator K defined by (5.30) is bounded
from 1,2(1lt *, IF,"') into itself. Moreover it is trivial to show that K is shifi- invariant. Since rR
is integrable we obtain from Gripenberg, Londen, and Staffans t5, p. 83j, that the entries of rR
are square-integrable aswell. Therefore the function u.r defined by (5.31) is in 12(lFt+,p,-).
Finally it fbllows that the system (5.25) can be written as
ü : C ß ( r - K a  u , ) .  l l ( 0 )  - C . r o .
where r ,  : :  , [ r  d11 is  in  t2(11. , :+,11," ' ) (by 5.8))  and K:  L2(p,+,F-" , )  -  L2( [ , ,+,F-" , )  is
l inear bounded and shift-invariant. The claim now follows in exactly the same way as in the
proof of Theorem -5.2. tr
6. Conclusions. In this paper we have presented an input-output approach to the adaptive
servoproblem for multivariable infinite-dimensional minimum-phase systems with invertible
high-frequency gains. In particular, we have shown the following:
o The switching algorithm, introduced by Byrnes and Willems [1] in a finite-dimensional
state-space set-up, stabil izes any infinite-dimensional p ant belonging to the class of systems
given by (2. I ).
o The series interconnection of the Bynres-Willems controller with a suitable precom-
pensator solves the adaptive servoproblem for the class of systems atisfying (2. I ).
o The input-output results obtained in $$3 and 4 apply to retarded systems and integro-
differential convolution systems.
The adaptive control laws presented in ti$3 and 4 give positive answers to feasibil i ty and
existence questions. They do not provide satisfying adaptive controllers from an engineer's
point of view. However, the following comments how that the results of this paper might also
be of some practical importance.
o It seems plausible that the technique in $4 (or variations thereof) can be used in order
to obtain adaptive servomechanisms from various adaptive stabil ization algorithms available
in the literature.
o If the conjecture formulated in ti3 tums out to be true, the high-gain switching algorithm
can be used in order to identify a stabil izing l inear controller or a l inear servocompensator f r
the class of infinite-dimensional systems under consideration by a single simulation.
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7. Appendix.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. The closed-loop system is give n by
! ) ( t )  :  D  ( k ( t )  K  " ( k ( , ; y ( r ) ,  ( t l y )  ( t )  -  u ( r ) ) ,
( 7 . 1 )  k ( t ) - l l y ( t ) 1 1 2 ,  1 > 0 ,
ir(0) : so, k(0) : ko.
Without loss of generality we may assume that Ä:e > 0. The proof is divided into three steps.
Step l. Existence and uniqueness on a "small" interval.
Consider equation (7.l ) with o(k(t)) replaced by o(k0), i.e.,
ü( t )  -  D(k( t . )K"@,)a( t )  -  ( t la) ( t )  - , r r r ( t ) ) ,
( 1 . 2 )  t ' t t t  - l l . y ( r ) l l ' ,  1 > 0 ,
'y(0) : yo, k(0) : 6,,
By Theorem 2.5, (1 .2) has a unique absolutely continuous solution (y-,Ä:; on some interval
[ 0 ,? ) .  Se t r ( ko )  -  m in { r , l r t  >  / co }  and le tT '€  (0 ,? )besuch tha tA (? / )  <  r ( ke ) .  S ince
o(f t ( t ) )  :  o(Ao) for  a l l  f  
€  [0,T ' ] ,  i t  fo l lows that  ( ! ,  k)  is  the unique solut ion of  (7.1)  on
10, T').
Step 2. Extended uniqueness.
L e t ( y ; , A i ) b e s o l u t i o n s o f  ( 7 . 1 ) o n [ 0 , T i ) , i :  l , 2 . W e c l a i m t h a t ( . y , k t ) - ( y 2 , k 2 ) o n
f0,7), where 7 :: min(?r ,T.2). Let us assume the contrary, i.e. there exists I e (0,?) for
wh i ch  (u r ( r ) ,  k r ( l ) )  +  ( . y2 ( t ) ,  kz ( r ) ) .  De f i n i ng
l .  : :  i n f { t  
€  
( 0 , 7 r ) l ( E ' ( t ) ,  k r ( t ) )  I  ( y r ( t ) . Ä r ( t ) ) } .
i t f o l l ows tha t l *  >  0 (byS tep  l ) and (y1 (1 . ) ,A r r (1 . ) )  :  ( yz ( t . ) ,Ä : ( r . ) ) ( bycon t i nu i t y ) .  Now
set ,k* :: kr(f -) - A2(f -) and realize that the init ial-value problem
t ( t ) :  D (k ( t , )K " ( k - s ( t )  -  ( t l a )@ -  t r ( r ) ) ,
(1  .3)  i ( t )  :  l ly ( r ) l l ' ,  t  )  t *  ,
v l t o ' r . l  :  y r l t o , i . l ,  k l l o , , . l  :  A r l t o , t . l
is solved by (g', A1) and (Ar,kr') on 10, t- t e ) for some sufficiently small e > 0. It follows
from Theorem 2.5 that  ( 'At f t ) ,1 , r ( t ) )  :  (yz( t ) ,kz( t ) )  for  a l l  t  
€  [0,  t .  - t  e  ) ,  which contradicrs
the definit ion of l*.
Step 3. Continuation of solutions.
Let  (y ,A)  be a solut ion of  (7.1)  on [0,?) ,0 < ? (  co.  Assume that  (y .  Ä,1 is  bounded.
We claim that under these conditions the solution (y.i ') can be continued to the rig_ht (beyond
T). Since Ä is bounded, continuous, and nondecreasing, it is clear that l iml-7 it(t) :: i l ,
exists and is f inite. As a consequence we have g 
€ 
L2(0,?;F,"') and hence, by (7.1),
! e L2(0,7; i l .-) c trr (0, T; lF "'). using the fact that
! i ( t ) :  r u *  J  i ( r l r t r .
it follows that liml-7' üft) :: tT exists and is finite. By Theorem 2.5 the initial-value problem
't  ( t )  -  D (k(t)  K, Grf l  ( t ) ,  ( i la(t)  -  ur(r)) ,
Ä ( / ) : l r y ( 1 ) 1 r 2 .  t > 7 .
" , , , - l r l t ) '  / e [ 0 ' i " ) '  r ^ , t \  l i t t l '  / c l 0 ' T ) 'u , ' , - \  l 7 r .  t : T .  ^ t { ,  I  f .  t : 7 .
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hasauniqueabsolute lycont inuoussolut ion (g,k)on [0,?+e) forsomee > 0.  F inal ly le t
6 e (0, e) be such that
Eg + 6) < min{4 lr i  > Lr}.
Then (g, k) is a solution of (7.1) on [0, ? + ö) extending the solution (!, [). ü
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